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Abstract 46 

  47 

1. Landscape complexity and its related functional agrobiodiversity (FAB) has severely declined during the last 48 

decades. As landscape complexity is expected to influence the interrelated microclimate and arthropod 49 

community at different scales, this decline might have led to a decline in multiple agro-ecosystem services, 50 

with negative consequences for the growth of crops with different demands from the environment.  51 

2. To study landscape-scale effects on multi-crop yield and herbivory in combination with its potential drivers, 52 

including functional arthropod community and microclimate, we used standardized 1 m² mini-gardens 53 

planted with ten different vegetable crops as phytometers. The gardens were installed at locations varying 54 

in surrounding landscape composition and the vegetables were selected to have contrasting requirements in 55 

terms of growing conditions, pollination services, and susceptibility to pests. Monitoring of the mini-gardens 56 

was performed in 2018 and 2019 in Flanders (Belgium).  57 

3. Our results show a positive correlation between semi-natural habitat in a 500 meter radius and crop yield. 58 

Considering possible mechanisms behind this overall trend, we found that an increasing share of high green 59 

vegetation (> 3 m high) in the surrounding landscape is important to buffer the temperature and soil moisture 60 

variation in the gardens. The share of agricultural land use and residential green is, respectively, positively 61 

and negatively correlated with the activity-density of natural enemies and pollinators. The growth of different 62 

crops responded differently to higher temperature ranges and we found no evidence for pest control 63 
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performed by natural enemies. In conclusion, the studied abiotic and biotic pathways could not explain the 64 

overall relationship between the semi-natural habitat composition and yield.  65 

4. Synthesis and applications These outcomes indicate that areas with more semi-natural habitat could sustain 66 

higher yields of vegetables, yet more research is needed to reveal mechanisms behind this relationship. High 67 

green vegetation can be implemented both at the local and the landscape scale to buffer soil moisture and 68 

temperature variation. Working at the landscape scale composition helps to stimulate local activity of 69 

arthropods. Yet high arthropod activity is no assurance for arthropod mediated ecosystem service delivery 70 

nor is microclimate buffering an assurance for higher crop yields. 71 

 72 

1. Introduction  73 

Landscape complexity encompasses both compositional and configurational heterogeneity in land use types 74 

(Fahrig et al. 2011; Haan et al. 2021) and influences ecosystem services such as pollination, natural pest 75 

control and yield (Tscharntke et al. 2012b; Dainese et al. 2019; Martin et al. 2019; Haan et al. 2021). Loss of 76 

compositional complexity is reported worldwide due to the decreased variation in crop types, larger lots and 77 

lower cover of semi-natural habitats (Landis 2017). The resulting larger scale monocrop landscapes often 78 

cope with persistent pests, diseases and require intensive input of chemical pest control and fertilization 79 

(Tscharntke et al. 2012a). The use of these external inputs can be reduced by increasing the landscape 80 

complexity and its related floral and arthropod functional agrobiodiversity (FAB) (Bianchi et al. 2013). 81 

Increasing the compositional complexity of semi-natural habitats such as wild flower patches, hedgerows and 82 

forest fragments can support microclimate regulation (Alford et al. 2018), natural pest control (Karp et al. 83 

2018) and pollination (Dainese et al. 2017).  84 

There is an increasing body of literature on the effect of crop and non-crop compositional landscape 85 

complexity on agro-ecosystem services, most often pollination, natural pest control and yield, sometimes 86 

supplemented with nutrient cycling, carbon storage, water quality regulation and microclimate regulation 87 

(Tougeron et al. 2016; Dainese et al. 2017; Landis 2017; Birkhofer et al. 2018; Dainese et al. 2019; Martin et 88 

al. 2019). Dainese et al. (2017), for instance, show that a higher cover of hedgerows in the landscape increase 89 



aphid parasitism and potential pollination in cereal fields. Sutter et al. (2017) also show that landscape scale 90 

greening improves both pollination and pest control in oilseed rape fields. Birkhofer et al. (2018), on the 91 

other hand, found no relation between landscape complexity and multiple ecosystem services for spring 92 

barley as focal crop and suggest that there are trade-offs between services. Karp et al. (2018) synthesized 93 

data on multiple crops and reported inconsistent responses of natural pest control to non-crop semi-natural 94 

habitat in the surroundings. Although research including microclimate variables is far less frequent, 95 

intensively farmed, homogeneous landscapes are known to have higher average temperatures and 96 

temperature variations (Suggitt et al. 2011; Tougeron et al. 2016; Alford et al. 2018). Furthermore, these 97 

microclimatic conditions influence the local arthropod community, especially for flying arthropods which 98 

require minimum temperatures to forage (Sgolastra et al. 2016; Tougeron et al. 2016; Alford et al. 2018; 99 

Caselles et al. 2019).  100 

However, it is not clear how the landscape mediated microclimate regulation relates to other ecosystem 101 

services such as pollination, natural pest control or crop growth, since it has not yet been looked at together 102 

in landscape scale experiments. Another research gap is related to the fact that crop species have different 103 

needs from the landscape. More specific, crops have different requirements from the environment 104 

considering temperature and soil moisture (Jackson et al. 2011). Also, the inconsistent response of natural 105 

pest control to non-crop habitats in the landscape found by Karp et al. (2018)  is partly devoted to the highly 106 

variable cropping systems included in their synthesis. For instance, for some crops natural habitats in the 107 

surroundings could provide more resources for pests than for their natural enemies (Tscharntke et al. 2016). 108 

The current focus on crop specific knowledge has to be extended with multi-crop experiments to study which 109 

land use compositions support microclimatic conditions and arthropod communities for a sustainable 110 

production of a wide range of crops, less dependent on external agrochemicals.  111 

Multi-crop data, incorporating a microclimate and arthropod pathway, so far has not yet been assembled in 112 

one single experiment along a landscape complexity gradient. This paper aims to increase insights in the 113 

interrelated effects of landscape composition on abiotic and biotic mechanisms and the influence of these 114 

regulating processes on the yield of a wide range of crops (further referred to as multi-crop yield). In order 115 

to do so, we set up an innovative study using standardized, multi-crop phytometers installed along a gradient 116 



of semi-natural habitat amount in a 500 m radius surrounding the phytometers. With this set-up, we created 117 

a focal measurement point that no conventional agricultural system can provide to holistically study the 118 

effect of landscape composition on different crops (Gerits et al. 2021). As a general objective we aim to 119 

simultaneously assess the impact of landscape composition on the microclimate, on the diversity and 120 

presence of specific functional arthropod groups, on pollination and pest control, and ultimately on species-121 

specific crop performance through this set of interrelated abiotic and biotic pathways. We hypothesize that 122 

(Fig. 1), in landscapes with a higher share of semi-natural land use types 123 

 (H1) the multi-crop yield increases,  124 

     (H1a) through increased buffering of temperature and soil moisture content;  125 

     (H1b) and increased activity-density of natural enemies and pollinators and decreased crop herbivory;  126 

     (H1c) while the importance of these pathways and net effects on yield depend on the crop being studied. 127 

 128 

Fig. 1: Data blocks and hypothesized causal relationships. Black boxes represent the groups of measured variables. Arrows indicate 129 

the hypothesised relationships with their colours being in line with the specific postulated hypotheses.  130 

 131 



2. Material and methods 132 

2.1. Study design  133 

We use the landscape observatory ‘BEL-Landscape’ to study the effects of landscape composition on abiotic 134 

and biotic variables related to local agro-ecosystem services. The BEL-Landscape observatory is located 135 

within a 20 km² area representative for rural Flanders (Belgium) with a variety in land uses and land use 136 

intensities (Gerits et al. 2021). To study the influence of landscape composition on local microclimate, natural 137 

pest regulation, pollination and yield, standardized and continuously monitored vegetable gardens of 1m² 138 

each (‘FAB-Gardens’) are installed along a gradient of landscape composition considering high, woody and 139 

low, herbaceous semi-natural habitats (Fig. 2). The average share of agricultural land use (sum arable and 140 

productive grassland) in a 500m radius around the FAB-gardens was 50.2% (max = 84.0%, min = 0.5%) and 141 

coincides with the average for Flanders. For high green vegetation the average was 15.3% (max = 46.8%, min 142 

= 2.9%). The distribution over other land use types can be found in the electronic supplementary material 143 

(ESM) (Fig. S2).  144 

All FAB-Gardens hosted ten crop species, planted following a standard planting scheme (Fig. 2, Table S1 for 145 

details on crops). To have landscape composition as sole varying factor, a growing medium was used in the 146 

gardens consisting of 70% loamy sand and 30% ripe compost. In 2018 and 2019 there were, respectively, 39 147 

and 37 FAB-Gardens where yield and leaf herbivory of all crops were monitored together with the hourly 148 

temperature and soil moisture content and the arthropod community (Fig. 2). The field campaigns in 2018 149 

and 2019 were conducted from the last week of April until the end of September. The summer months of 150 

2018 and 2019 were considered respectively the warmest and third warmest since 1981 (KMI, 2020). The 151 

2018 summer was the fourth driest since 1981 and the 2019 summer was averagely dry, despite three heath 152 

waves. The extreme summer temperatures in 2018 compared to 2019 were confirmed by the temperature 153 

logger results in the FAB-Gardens (ESM Fig. S1). To avoid drying out, we irrigated all FAB-Gardens twenty one 154 

times with ten liters water in the 2018 season and respectively thirteen and four times with ten and five liters 155 

water in the 2019 season. Weeds were regularly removed. To support the standardized management of the 156 



FAB-Gardens a collaboration was set up with volunteers. Below we describe the methodological principles 157 

applied for monitoring.  158 

 159 

Fig. 2: Below: The landscape observatory ‘BEL-Landscape’ in Flanders, Belgium. 40 FAB-gardens (functional agrobiodiversity gardens) 160 

are spread in a study area representative for rural Flanders. Above: FAB-garden design. Blue diamond: sensor for soil moisture and 161 

temperature. Orange triangle: soil temperature sensor. Blue circles: (1) fluorescent yellow pan trap for flying arthropods (2) pitfall 162 

trap to catch soil dwelling arthropods. Brussels sprouts, Chinese cabbage and fennel are planted after early harvest of radishes, endive 163 

and lettuce.  164 

 165 



2.2. Landscape composition  166 

We determined the proportion of six land use categories around each FAB-Garden at 10, 50, 125, 250 and 167 

500 meter radius, using 1 m resolution thematic maps (Informatie Vlaanderen 2015; INBO 2020), the 168 

agricultural parcel identification system (Department of Agriculture and Fisheries 2020) and the Spatial 169 

Analyst toolbox in ArcGIS Desktop (ESRI 2011) (Table 1). In a first phase, the 500 meter landscape data was 170 

used to sample 40 locations for FAB-Gardens along a gradient of semi-natural habitats. Land use types are 171 

typically correlated (Grab et al. 2018; Billaud et al. 2020), therefore, for the analysis, we reduced the land 172 

uses in two orthogonal principal components (Table 1, Fig. S6, Fig. S7).  173 

Table 1: Six land use categories measured around each FAB-Garden with detailed explanation of their content and interpretation of 174 

the two principal components (PCA 1 and 2). PCA1 and PCA2 explained respectively 46% and 22% of the variation at 500 m radius. 175 

 176 

 177 

2.3. Abiotic factors: soil temperature and soil moisture content 178 

We used hourly measurements of HOBO Pendant 8T sensors (-10 cm in centre of FAB-Garden) from May 25th 179 

until September 29th in 2018 and 2019. Temperatures were integrated in daily maxima, minima and means 180 

and further aggregated to average daily maxima, minima and means (Zellweger et al. 2019). Furthermore, 181 

the difference between the third and first quartile of the hourly temperatures is determined as proxy for 182 



temperature range (inter quartile temperature range, ITR). Because of high correlation between daily max, 183 

daily mean and inter quartile range we only use the latter in further analysis. Additionally, in 2019, TOMST 184 

data loggers (Wild et al. 2019) continuously measured soil moisture content. At the end of the second season, 185 

fresh soil samples were taken to determine the gravimetric soil moisture content and chemical parameters 186 

(pH, CEC, N, P etc.) to check for unwanted local influences (e.g. nutrient inflow).  187 

2.4. Biotic factors: arthropod community  188 

Arthropods were sampled using pitfall traps and yellow pan traps and grouped into functional groups based 189 

on the dietary needs of the majority of the species in these taxonomic groups (Table 2) (Billaud et al. 2020): 190 

Table 2: arthropods caught using two trapping systems together with the taxonomic name and the functional group they are grouped 191 

in.  192 

 193 

The fluorescent yellow pan traps were 10 cm in diameter filled with 400 ml water and a drop of detergent. 194 

The pitfall traps were 10 cm in diameter filled with 450 ml ethanol-glycogen holding anti-freeze (approx. 50% 195 

ethylene glycol and 50% water) and a drop of detergent. Traps were installed in the middle of the FAB-196 

Gardens both in 2018 and 2019 in May, July and August for 14 days. We summed abundance data over 197 

different periods within each group. Abundance data was ln (x + 1) – transformed. We interpreted the 198 

number of individuals in the traps as activity-density of arthropods, since trap data is a result of both activity 199 

and abundance of animals rather than true abundance (De Smedt et al. 2019). A comparison of the 200 

abundance of the different taxonomic groups between both years can be found in the ESM (Fig. S3). 201 

 202 



2.5. Leaf herbivory  203 

For each individual plant, pest-specific leaf herbivory was estimated biweekly using a six-level categorical 204 

scale. Per individual plant and pest species, the average leaf herbivory is calculated during the growing 205 

period. This is further aggregated in an overall multi-pest leaf herbivory index per plant species. We 206 

additionally combine species specific information into a multi-crop herbivory index per FAB-Garden. Multi-207 

crop herbivory (𝑀𝐶𝐻𝐹𝐴𝐵−𝐺𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑛) is calculated as the number of crops in a FAB-garden with herbivory 208 

exceeding a threshold (𝑡𝑖) which is calculated as 40% of the average of two highest herbivory levels for that 209 

crop (Byrnes et al. 2014). 210 

𝑀𝐶𝐻𝐹𝐴𝐵−𝐺𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑛 =  ∑ (ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑖 >  𝑡𝑖)𝐹
𝑖=1   211 

With threshold per crop 𝑡𝑖 = 0.4 ∗ 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒(ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑖,   𝑡𝑤𝑜 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡) for crop i = 1 to F. 212 

Both crop-specific and multi-crop herbivory were square root transformed when used as response variable 213 

in models to improve the distribution of the residuals. 214 

 215 

2.6. Fresh yield of edible biomass 216 

Fresh edible biomass is registered for all individual crops in the FAB-Gardens (Fig. 2). Details on crops and 217 

varieties can be found in the ESM (Table S1). Arugula and parsley were harvested three times during both 218 

seasons. Strawberries were weekly harvested. For onions, the average bulb weight is taken over all five 219 

plants. For crops where there were multiple plants per garden the average weight is calculated. For Brussels 220 

sprouts both the total biomass of the plant and the average weight of the sprouts are measured. Crop specific 221 

yield is combined in a multi-crop yield index using the same methodology as for multi-crop herbivory (Byrnes 222 

et al. 2014). Both crop-specific and multi-crop yield were square root transformed when used as response 223 

variable in models to improve the distribution of the residuals. 224 

 225 



2.7. Statistical analysis  226 

All statistical analyses were executed in R 4.0.4 for Windows (R Core Team 2020). The two principal 227 

components for the 500 meter radius summarizing the six land use types explained 68% of the variation 228 

(respectively 46% and 22%). For interpretation a biplot was made with the FAB-Gardens projected in the two-229 

dimensional PCA space together with correlation plots of the original land use types (Fig. S6, Fig. S7). The 230 

explained variation and interpretation of the 500 meter PCA was similar to other scales. The overall 231 

hypothesis (H1) and first two sub hypotheses (H1a, H1b) were tested by fitting general linear mixed effect 232 

models using the R-package lme4 (Bates et al. 2015) with year as fixed factor and location as the random 233 

intercept term. For the third sub hypothesis (H1c), piecewise structural equation modelling (piecewise SEM 234 

package, Lefcheck 2016) was used to study the response of multi-crop and crop specific yield to the 235 

interrelated herbivory, temperature range, the arthropod community and landscape composition while 236 

correcting for year (covariate) and location (random effect). We tested one model structure in line with our 237 

third sub hypothesis for the multi-crop indices (Fig. S12, Table S2) and separate crops (Fig. S13, Table S2). 238 

Shipley’s test of direct separation (Shipley 2009) was used to assess the overall consistency of the model with 239 

the data. A Fisher’s C χ2-value below the significance level (p<0.05) indicates that there are important 240 

pathways missing in the proposed model and thus that it should be rejected.  241 

 242 

3. Results  243 

First results are given on the effect of landscape composition on multi-crop yield, thereafter on the abiotic 244 

and biotic mechanisms behind this relationship and finally on the landscape effects on crops separately. 245 

 246 

3.1. The effect of landscape composition on multi-crop yield 247 

PCA2, standing for the area percentage of semi-natural habitat at a 500 m radius, correlates positively with 248 

multi-crop yield (Fig. 3, right). PCA1, standing for the area percentage of agricultural land use does not 249 

correlate to multi-crop yield (Fig. 3, left). 250 



 251 

Fig. 3: Linear models of the relation between the principal components (500m radius) and multi-crop yield. The multi-252 

crop data is square root transformed. In the model, year is included as covariate factor and location as the random term. 253 

P-values are displayed in the panel if the correlation is significant (p < 0.001= ***, p < 0.01 = **, p <0.05= *, p < 0.1 = .). 254 

 255 

3.2. The effect of landscape composition on (a)biotic factors at different scales 256 

Considering the first two sub hypotheses, the results show high consistency between scales for the effect of 257 

landscape composition on the activity-density of both predators, pollinators (Fig. 4) and on the interquartile 258 

temperature range (ITR) (Fig. 6). More specifically, for the activity-density of predators and pollinators, a 259 

consistent positive effect of arable land and negative effect of built-up areas and non-valuable low green is 260 

found and no effect of grassland and high green vegetation. Also, a positive effect was found of valuable low 261 

green at the 10m radius on predators (not pollinators). See the ESM for a similar discussion for detritivores 262 

and ants, for which we did not study related ecosystem processes in the FAB-Gardens and therefore do not 263 

include these taxonomic groups in further analyses (Fig. S10, Fig. S11). For the interquartile temperature 264 

range, we found a consistent positive effect of arable land and grassland and a consistent significant negative 265 

effect of high green vegetation (except for 10m radius). At the 500m radius, non-valuable low green also has 266 

a negative effect on the ITR.  267 



The six land use types are reduced to two principal components for further analysis (PCA1 and PCA2, see 268 

Table 1 and Fig. S6, Fig. S7 for interpretation). The linear models for PCA1 explaining the activity-density of 269 

the considered taxonomic groups (Fig. 5) and the ITR (Fig. 7) further clarify our results. Plots with PCA1 and 270 

PCA2 as explanatory variables for the activity-density of different taxonomic groups and the ITR for multiple 271 

scales can be found in the ESM (Fig. 4, Fig. S9). 272 

 273 

Fig. 4: The effect size of landscape composition in a 500 m radius (arable, productive grassland, biologically valuable low 274 

green, high green, non-valuable low green, built-up) on the (ln+1)-transformed abundance data of predators (spiders, 275 

carabids and rove beetles), pollinators (hoverflies and bees). Effect size and 95% confidence intervals are calculated 276 

with a linear mixed effect model with year as fixed factor and location as the random term. Significance levels are given 277 

in the corresponding scale color (p < 0.001= ***, p < 0.01 = **, p <0.05= *, p < 0.1 = ^).   278 



 279 

Fig. 5: Linear models of the relation between PCA1 (500m radius) and different taxonomic groups. PCA1 correlates 280 

positively with arable- and grassland and negatively with build-up area, non-valuable low green- and high green 281 

vegetation. PCA1 correlates orthogonal to biologically valuable low green vegetation. The data is separated between 282 

both years. The abundance data is ln (x +1) transformed. Pollinators are the sum of bees and hoverflies and predators 283 

are the sum of spiders and carabids/rove beetles. P-values are displayed in the panel if the correlation is significant (p < 284 

0.001= ***, p < 0.01 = **, p <0.05= *, p < 0.1 = .). 285 



 286 

Fig. 6: The effect size of landscape composition (arable, productive grassland, biologically valuable low green, high 287 

green, non-valuable low green, built-up) at five different scales on the square root transformed interquartile 288 

temperature range (TIQR) and the untransformed interquartile soil moisture range (SMIQR). For TIQR, effect size and 289 

95% confidence intervals are calculated with a linear mixed effect model with year as fixed factor and location as the 290 

random term. For SMIQR, estimates are made with linear models, since only 2019 data was available. Significance levels 291 

are given in the corresponding scale color (p < 0.001= ***, p < 0.01 = **, p <0.05= *, p < 0.1 = ^). 292 



 293 

Fig. 7: Linear models of PCA1 (500m radius) and the square root transformed interquartile temperature range (TIQR, 294 

left) and the untransformed soil moisture interquartile range (SMIQR, right). PCA1 correlates positively with arable and 295 

grassland and negatively with build-up area, non-valuable low green- and high green vegetation. PCA1 correlates 296 

orthogonal to biologically valuable low green vegetation. For TIQR, the data is separated between both years. For 297 

SMIQR, only 2019 data is available. P-values are displayed in the panel if the correlation is significant (p < 0.001= ***, p 298 

< 0.01 = **, p <0.05= *, p < 0.1 = .). 299 

The independent sensors for soil moisture and soil temperature show similar trends, although these variables 300 

are not correlated (ESM Fig. S16). The gravimetric soil moisture content, measured at the end of the 2019 301 

season, shows negative correlations with Tmax, Tmean, TIQR and SMIQR and therefore further confirms this 302 

trend. Considering these correlations and since the SMIQR data is only available for 2019, we continue with 303 

the temperature interquartile range in the Structural Equation Models (SEMs).  304 

 305 

 306 

 307 



3.3. Piecewise Structural Equation Models (SEMs) 308 

Considering the consistent trends for different scales (Fig. 4, Fig. 6), we only continue with the 500 m scale 309 

for further analysis in the SEMs. In this next step the landscape scale influences on local abiotic and biotic 310 

parameters are related to herbivory and yield of different crops. The comparison of average yield and 311 

herbivory of different crops between 2018 and 2019 can be found in the ESM (Fig. S4, Fig. S5).  312 

The piecewise SEM with multi-crop harvest explained by the interrelated multi-crop herbivory, arthropod 313 

activity-density and interquartile temperature range is in line with the abovementioned results at 500m scale 314 

(Fig. 8). PCA1 has a positive effect on the activity-density of pollinators, rove/carabid beetles and spiders. 315 

PCA2 has a strong positive effect on the activity-density of spiders. PCA1 also has a positive effect on the 316 

TIQR. The piecewise SEM indicates a negative effect of the ITR on the activity-density of spiders. The activity-317 

density of both predatory taxonomic groups have no significant effect on multi-crop herbivory. As expected, 318 

the multi-crop leaf herbivory has a negative effect on the multi-crop yield. The TIQR does not influence multi-319 

crop yield, nor multi-crop herbivory. The positive correlation between PCA2 and multi-crop yield was similar 320 

to the results presented above (Fig. 3).  The overall P value (P = 0.62) shows that there were no missing paths 321 

(Lefcheck 2016). An overview of the terms in the SEMs is given in the ESM (Fig. S10, Fig. S11).  322 

Additional to the multi-crop FAB-Garden performance we also constructed the same piecewise SEMs for 323 

the ten different crops (Table 3). There is no correlation between the PCA’s and yield of any crop. Only 324 

PCA2 reduces leaf herbivory for leek. Activity-density of natural enemies does not correlate with herbivory 325 

levels for any crop. There is a correlation between activity-density of hoverflies and the average strawberry 326 

weight. The temperature variation (TIQR) correlated negatively with herbivory on parsley and yield of leek. 327 

Leaf herbivory correlated negatively with yield for parsley, lettuce, endive, radish and Chinese cabbage.  328 



 329 

Fig. 8: Piecewise SEM of the determinants of multi-crop yield. PCA1 correlates positively with arable- and grassland and negatively with build-up area, non-valuable low green- and high green vegetation. 330 

PCA2 correlates positively with high green vegetation and biologically valuable low green vegetation and negatively with build-up area and non-valuable low green vegetation. There is no link 331 

hypothesized between pollinator activity-density and multi-crop yield as the latter is mainly not pollinator-dependent. Coloured standard estimates in the figure indicate significant pathways (negative 332 

= red, positive = green, p < 0.001= ***, p < 0.01 = **, p <0.05= *, p < 0.10 = .). All non-significant standard estimates are in grey. The marginal R² (R² M) are given for the ITR, multi-crop leaf herbivory, 333 

multi-crop yield and the activity-density of spiders, carabids/rove beetles and hoverflies/bees. The overall goodness of fit is P=0.62 with 8 degrees of freedom. The data is resulting from 33 and 35 FAB-334 

Gardens in respectively 2018 and 2019, which is a reduced dataset due to missing values in the compiled dataset Year is included in the SEM as fixed term and location as the random term. 335 



Table 3: Standard estimates for crop-specific piecewise SEMs. Coloured standard estimates in the table indicate significant pathways (negative = red, positive = green, p < 0.001= ***, p < 0.01 = **, p 336 

<0.05= *, p < 0.10 = .). All non-significant standard estimates are in black. The overall goodness of fit (P) and number of FAB-Gardens (N) is given as well. The effect of pollinators’ activity-density is only 337 

relevant for the yield of strawberry.  338 

339 



4. Discussion  340 

 341 

Our results show that the multi-crop yield is higher in locations with a higher share of semi-natural habitat in 342 

a 500 m radius, thereby supporting the first hypothesis. In line with the first two sub hypotheses, the results 343 

support that the compositional landscape complexity influences both the microclimate and the activity-344 

density of arthropods. The direction of the latter was not according to the expectations from other studies. 345 

More specifically, the higher activity-density of pollinators in open, agricultural areas is not supported by the 346 

literature (Shackelford et al. 2013; Dainese et al. 2017; Kleijn et al. 2018; Hass et al. 2019). Neither of the two 347 

mechanisms, however, explain the variation in yield of different crops along the landscape complexity 348 

gradient. Only the yield of leek was considerably lower in areas with a higher temperature range, yet no 349 

direct effect of landscape variables was observed on yield for this crop. We structure the discussion according 350 

to the sub hypotheses after which management implications are formulated. 351 

 352 

The buffering of temperature and soil moisture increases with higher landscape complexity  353 

Landscapes with a higher share of high green vegetation provide increased buffering of soil temperature and 354 

soil moisture compared to landscapes with higher proportion of agricultural land use. The buffering effect of 355 

high green vegetation in the landscape is found to be consistent in 50, 125, 250 and 500 meter radius around 356 

the FAB-Gardens, where the microclimate was measured. 357 

In line with the hypothesis, high green vegetation in the landscape influences the local microclimate. Several 358 

other studies confirm the buffering effects of woody vegetation (Suggitt et al. 2011; Tougeron et al. 2016) 359 

and complex landscapes (Alford et al. 2018). This effect is mainly addressed to (1) windbreaking, resulting in 360 

temperature buffering and higher relative humidity (Chen et al. 1999; Quénol and Beltrando 2006; Tougeron 361 

et al. 2016; Alford et al. 2018) and (2) reduced solar radiation (Chen et al. 1999). To avoid litterfall and 362 

excessive shade, the FAB-Gardens were installed at locations that are free of high green vegetation in a radius 363 

of 10 meter. High green vegetation at 10 m radius is included in the figures for completeness but offers no 364 

meaningful interpretation for this reason. According to Martini et al. (2018), the buffering effects of urban 365 



forests reach in general up to 200 meter into the surroundings. At the first sight, our results would suggest 366 

that buffering effects of high green vegetation reach even further in the landscape. However, our results do 367 

not allow to fully separate the effect of local versus landscape scale high green on the local microclimate, 368 

since the share of high green vegetation is correlated among scales. For the temperature range, the size of 369 

the buffering effect does not vary among scales, suggesting that both the local and landscape scale high green 370 

vegetation are important for temperature buffering. For the soil moisture range, however, the buffering 371 

effect becomes slightly more prominent when considering a larger scale. This suggests that the landscape 372 

share of high green vegetation is important for the process of soil moisture buffering. It can be hypothesized 373 

that mainly local presence of high green vegetation determines solar radiation, impacting temperature 374 

buffering. Yet, cooling by evapotranspiration of high green vegetation (Zellweger et al. 2019) is supposed to 375 

reach further than the local surroundings of the vegetation. Also, for wind speed, the proportion of high 376 

green in the landscape could be more important, impacting soil moisture buffering. Furthermore, the results 377 

suggest that local presence of biologically valuable low green vegetation is important for soil moisture 378 

buffering additionally to high green vegetation. Local presence is more important than the landscape scale.  379 

Summarized, in open agricultural landscapes, high green vegetation can be introduced to buffer soil moisture 380 

and temperature extremes. Biologically valuable low green vegetation such as road ditches or extensively 381 

managed grasslands can complement high green to buffer soil moisture. More research is needed to 382 

determine at what scale, and what proportion of the countryside should be devoted to high green vegetation.   383 

 384 

The activity-density of natural enemies and pollinators is higher in areas with higher 385 

proportions of arable land relative to areas with more residential land use 386 

The most variation in activity-density of the studied taxa is explained by the landscape gradient of residential 387 

versus agricultural land use, with pollinators and natural enemies showing higher activity-density in arable 388 

areas. This result does not support our hypothesis that in areas with a higher share of semi-natural vegetation 389 

pollinators and natural enemies have a higher activity-density. The higher activity-density in arable 390 

environments is possibly caused by a concentration effect, where the arthropods are attracted by the FAB-391 



Garden setup or the trap itself because they stand out in a relative unattractive environment (Dainese et al. 392 

2017; Portman et al. 2020). Similar trends are, however, found when we installed the pan- and pitfall traps 393 

in a follow-up test in 2020 at six contrasting FAB-Garden locations, but without the FAB-Gardens (Fig. S14, 394 

Fig. S15). From this, we argue that FAB-Gardens with vegetable species are not attractive for arthropods 395 

when located in an unattractive matrix. This follow-up test excludes concentration by the FAB-garden but 396 

says nothing about concentration by the trapping system. In the following we first discuss the trends derived 397 

from the pitfall traps and subsequently the pan traps.   398 

Because we assume that neither the FAB-Gardens or the pitfall traps themselves are attractive, a truly higher 399 

total activity of carabid/rove beetles and spiders in arable areas is concluded. Higher activity-density of 400 

carabids in open, agricultural areas is confirmed in other studies (Tscharntke et al. 2012b; Martin et al. 2016; 401 

Dainese et al. 2017; Martin-Chave et al. 2019; Billaud et al. 2020) and can be attributed to higher prey 402 

availability within crop fields (Tscharntke et al. 2012b; Dainese et al. 2017; Billaud et al. 2020). For spiders 403 

and rove beetles this is not reported frequently. For spiders, the variation in activity-density is better 404 

explained by the landscape axis of semi-natural habitat verus residential, than by the axis residential versus 405 

agricultural land. This suggests that spiders’ total activity in agricultural environments is higher than in 406 

residential areas, but they are most active in areas rich in semi-natural habitat. Similar results are reported 407 

by Lemessa et al. (2015) and Schmidt et al. (2005), who respectively found the highest spider abundance and 408 

highest spider species richness in areas with high cover of open, non-crop habitats and high tree cover at 409 

either the local or landscape scales. Our results show a positive effect of local biologically valuable low green 410 

vegetation on the total activity of the studied natural enemies. Up to 250 m radius the proportion extensively 411 

managed semi-natural habitat was significantly positive. Shackelford et al. (2013) also report positive effects 412 

of local compositional complexity on both the abundance and diversity of spiders.  413 

Against our expectations, we found no evidence for reduced herbivore damage on any of the crops at 414 

locations where the activity-density of natural enemies was higher. Dainese et al. (2017) and Mitchell et al. 415 

(2014) found similar results, the latter concluding “that patterns of arthropod diversity and abundance across 416 

agricultural landscapes are not necessarily correlated with pest regulation or crop production”. A possible 417 

explanation could be that the plant dwelling herbivores causing the observed damage were not predated by 418 



the ground dwelling natural enemies in the pitfall traps. Another explanation can be that the higher activity-419 

density of natural enemies is counteracted by a higher density of diverse herbivores (Mitchell et al. 2014). 420 

In contrast to pitfall traps, fluorescent pan traps are designed to attract target organisms which possibly 421 

causes a concentration effect when situated in flower poor environments. Since the pan traps at the 422 

agricultural side of the landscape gradient stood out in maize or grass dominated environments, we argue 423 

that the pan traps in these conditions caught more pollinators because bees and hoverflies searching for 424 

flowers mainly find the pan traps (Portman et al. 2020). This would imply that large ecological contrasts in 425 

habitats are steering activity-density of flower visiting arthropods. Also, pan traps have a bias towards 426 

Halictidae (Portman et al. 2020). A swift exploration of taxa represented in the pan traps confirms this bias 427 

although no full taxonomic study is done. Halictidae bees are mainly generalist foragers that are common in 428 

anthropogenically disturbed habitats (Eickworth 1988), probably explaining their high abundance in the areas 429 

with high agricultural land use. Following this interpretation, flower-rich residential gardens could be 430 

distracting pollinators from the traps, resulting in less caught individuals. Samnegård et al (2011) also used 431 

pan traps and phytometers and found higher abundance and species richness of bees and higher pollination 432 

services near residential gardens in intensive agricultural landscapes. Yet, an important remark is the 433 

difference in agricultural intensity between our Flemish case (50.2 ± 3.2% agricultural land use) and the case 434 

in southernmost Sweden (81.7% ± 5.9% agricultural land use) (Samnegård et al. 2011). Suggesting that 435 

residential gardens in the Swedish study are more important as refuge and source for bees than in our Belgian 436 

case. Similar to Pereira-Peixoto et al. (2014), who sampled bees in the garden-rural interface (43.1 ± 14.5% 437 

agricultural land use), we suggest that in our case mainly generalist bee and hoverfly species spill over from 438 

hospitable garden environments to neighboring agricultural areas to forage.  439 

According to our data, the activity-density of pollinators (bees, hoverflies) has no correlation with the average 440 

strawberry weight. However, when hoverflies’ and bees’ activity-density are included as separate factors, 441 

hoverflies positively correlate with the average weight of strawberries. The importance of hoverflies 442 

(Syrphidae) for strawberry yield is also reported in other studies (Hodgkiss et al. 2018), yet Abrol et al. (2019) 443 

reported 93.4% of the flower visits to be by bee species and only 5.3% by syrphid flies. 444 



The negative correlation of built-up area with natural enemies and pollinators increases from the 10 m up to 445 

the 250 m radius and slightly falls back at 500 m radius. However, for the non-valuable low green vegetation, 446 

the negative correlation becomes increasingly strong at larger scales. This suggests that the effect of 447 

residential gardens and public green on the activity-density of natural enemies and pollinators differs from 448 

the effect that built- up areas have. It is clear that the activity-density of arthropods in relation to landscape 449 

scale drivers is complex to understand. Further research is needed to look, for instance, into management 450 

practices within the studied land uses to fully understand its influence at the landscape level.    451 

There are drawbacks related to the trapping methods and to working with broader taxonomic groups. We 452 

cannot include species richness, specific dietary needs and mobility of organisms or interactions between 453 

species (Bucher et al. 2014; Billaud et al. 2020). Pitfall traps are the most common trapping method for 454 

ground dwelling arthropods, but mainly offer a fraction of the predatory community (no plant dwelling 455 

hunters, parasitoids, lacewings, ladybirds, hoverfly larvae etc.). Also pan traps need critical interpretation 456 

because of taxonomic biases and unknown concentration effects due to floral resources on catch rates, as 457 

mentioned before (Portman et al. 2020). Furthermore, we looked at abundance of arthropods from a 458 

functional point of view to provide natural pest control and pollination, while from the conservation 459 

perspective biodiversity metrics could show other trends. 460 

 461 

Landscape-driven effects of abiotic and biotic parameters on (multi) crop yield  462 

Before, the effects of landscape composition on the temperature range were discussed. From the ten crops 463 

in the FAB-Gardens, the yield of leek significantly decreased in areas with higher temperature ranges. This 464 

indirect effect via temperature range does, however, not result in a direct negative or positive effect of 465 

respectively agricultural land use or high green vegetation on leek yield. This suggests that probably other 466 

variables are at play. The effects of soil moisture buffering via high green vegetation in the landscape were 467 

probably overshadowed by weekly irrigation of the FAB-Gardens during the dry summer months in 2018 and 468 

2019.  469 



We found clear effects of landscape composition on natural enemies but for none of the ten crops this caused 470 

lower leaf herbivory where the activity of spiders and carabid/rove beetles was higher. Leaf herbivory had 471 

negative effects on the yield for parsley, lettuce, endive, radish and Chinese cabbage, probably because for 472 

these crops, the fresh weight of the leaves was registered as yield. For other crops, such as strawberry, onion 473 

and Brussels sprouts, other parts than the leaves were harvested and registered as yield. Considering the 474 

pollination-dependent crop in the FAB-Gardens, the total number of hoverflies was strongly positively 475 

correlated with the average strawberry weight. Agricultural land use had a positive indirect effect on 476 

strawberry yield via increasing the activity-density of hoverflies.   477 

When all crops’ herbivory and yield are combined as the multi-crop indices, the results support the 478 

hypothesis that a landscape composed of more high green and biologically valuable low green vegetation 479 

(semi-natural habitat) in a 500 m radius relate positively to multi-crop yield. Yet, neither of the studied abiotic 480 

and biotic mechanisms emerge as a key mechanism to explain this overarching trend. We therefore 481 

hypothesize that other mechanisms are in play, of which we have no data such as wind speed, air humidity, 482 

light availability or the activity of arthropods not sampled by the passive trapping methodology.  483 

 484 

Management implications  485 

Land users, land management organizations, local governments and policy makers involved in landscape 486 

development should work towards a landscape composition with a sufficient proportion of high green 487 

vegetation to buffer temperature extremes while still providing optimal forage situations for generalist 488 

pollinators and natural enemies. Doing so could benefit a diverse cropping system with a complex demand 489 

from the environment. The exceptional drought and heath waves during the summers of 2018 and 2019 are 490 

in line with the expectations predicted by the ongoing climate change causing lower yields of vegetable crops. 491 

Apart from high green vegetation in agroforestry or permaculture systems, it can also be implemented at the 492 

landscape scale since the buffering effects are still effective in a 500 meter radius.  493 

The sampled functional arthropod community showed a higher activity-density in environments that have a 494 

higher share of arable land relative to residential areas with intensively managed low green vegetation. For 495 



natural enemies, residential gardens could provide more food and shelter by using less herbicides and more 496 

extensive management. Also, locally, up to a radius of 125 m, biologically valuable low green vegetation such 497 

as extensively managed grasslands, buffer strips or road ditches is beneficial for natural enemies. Spiders 498 

specifically benefit from semi-natural habitats, also at the landscape scale. Despite these guidelines to 499 

promote the activity-density of different natural enemies, it is important to state that these measures not 500 

necessarily lead to improved natural pest control as ecosystem service. Pollinators are assumed to forage 501 

and shelter in residential gardens and areas with semi-natural habitats and spill over generalist pollinator 502 

species which go actively foraging on the agricultural matrix and could provide pollination. Therefore, it is 503 

advised to supply sufficient floral resources for bees and hoverflies and nesting possibilities.   504 

 505 

5. Conclusion  506 

Our results show how landscape scale reinforcements of semi-natural habitat can complement field-based 507 

measures for buffering temperature and soil moisture and impacting the activity of natural enemies and 508 

pollinators. Although the multi-crop performance correlates positively to semi-natural habitat in a 500 meter 509 

radius, this seems not to be caused by microclimate buffering or arthropod mediated pollination or natural 510 

pest control. This suggests that we need further research to identify other mechanisms that are in play.  511 
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